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Executive Summary
SPTO DIGITAL STRATEGY
The SPTO Digital Strategy is a foundational document for a
significant step-change for tourism in the Pacific.
The SPTO Digital Strategy is a foundational document for future tourism in the
Pacific. The Covid-19 pandemic has impacted every island nation and their tourism
industry in profound ways. This moment of crisis provides a unique opportunity to
invest for the future, greatly expand digital skills and solutions and drive a major
step-change in tourism once international borders reopen.

This digital strategy builds off the earlier ‘Digital Economy
Tourism Initiative’ by Destination Think! and was informed by
the extensive consultation with SPTO, 30 in depth interviews
with industry, experts and major technology firms (including
Google, TripAdvisor, Expedia and Airbnb), 5 interactive
workshops and extensive global research of the latest global
digital trends, results and case study examples.

The strategy also provided input into, and takes regard
of, three important, supporting strategies:
•

SPTO Strategic Plan 2020–2024 (recently updated)

•

SPTO Pacific Sustainable Tourism Policy
Framework (PSTPF)

•

SPTO Pacific Tourism Statistics Strategy 2021–2030 (PTSS)
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Executive Summary
The overall digital strategy has four overarching objectives.
The overall SPTO digital strategy includes a digital marketing strategy that
focuses on the digital marketing programmes, activities and outcomes that the
SPTO will prioritise in the coming years. Building world-class digital marketing
skills within the SPTO is central to the larger goal of SPTO leading a step-change
in the digital skills and capabilities across all of Pacific tourism.
•

Reach: Connect and communicate with visitors, locals, the
tourism industry & other stakeholders in new, engaging and
personalised ways

•

People: Build core digital knowledge, confidence and
capabilities across the people of the Pacific

•

Productivity: Use digital technologies to work in smarter, more
efficient & productive ways

•

Better Tourism: Leverage digital knowledge, tools and
solutions to develop tourism that offers broader, more
sustainable benefits to people and the environment including
improved seasonality and dispersal
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Executive Summary
The digital strategy builds off and will be integrated with the
SPTO’s overall Strategic Plan which has been recently updated.
This strategy has 3 overarching objectives which have been
integrated into the Digital Strategy:
1. Digital Marketing Leader – SPTO develops world-class digital
marketing skills across its activities and with its National Tourism
Offices (NTOs) and industry partners
2. Marketing the Region – leveraging these skills to market the
Pacific islands in new and innovative ways
3. Reporting & Insights – leverage data to continually refine its own
marketing activities and support the Pacific Tourism Statistics
Strategy (PTSS)

THE OVERALL DIGITAL STRATEGY FOR THE SPTO IS PRESENTED
IN FOUR PARTS – shown below & outlined on the following pages:

PAGE 20

PAGE 25

PAGE 30

PAGE 46
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Executive Summary
SPTO DIGITAL STRATEGY
1. Capability and Connections: This is the
first, most important and foundational
part of the digital strategy. It is focused
on the people of the Pacific. Building the
digital skills, knowledge and experience
of the National Tourism Offices (NTOs)
and tourism businesses is critical to
the success of every other part of the
strategy. An ambitious programme of
digital training, upskilling and support
– coordinated by SPTO-based Digital
Coordinators with a number of on-island
‘Local Digital Champions’ is a central part
of the Strategy and the proposed threeyear budget.

2. Content & Community: Pacific people
are storytellers. This strategy seeks to
empower Pacific NTOs, tourism businesses,
locals, expatriate communities, plus visitors
to tell the stories of the Pacific in new and
engaging ways. Building off the training
and education programmes, the Strategy
will provide the support, technologies
and recognition to greatly amplify Pacific
stories across all digital channels and
media, supported by SPTO’s own ‘Pacific
narrative’ content strategy and looking to
work on storytelling with partners such
as Google (see their Kenya Arts & Culture
project below).
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Executive Summary
SPTO DIGITAL STRATEGY
3. Technology & Infrastructure. The strategy
highlights the critical challenges and
opportunities with three broad digital
infrastructure issues: internet connectivity,
electronic payments and digital maps.
Each of these issues have impacts and
opportunities well beyond tourism and
beyond the role of SPTO. They need a
committed, multi-agency response as
they will benefit every part of the region’s
economy, the wider community and are
also foundational to the impact of the
digital strategy. More directly, SPTO can
take action in specific areas including
supporting the adoption of smart, lowcost digital tools and solutions – outlined
as a shared Technology stack.

4. Reporting & Insights. Finally, the Strategy
outlines a set of regional initiatives to
empower the breadth, depth and quality of
data that can be used to both guide digital
initiatives and also inform decisions more
broadly across destination marketing and
management. We recommend a regional
digital benchmarking programme that will
provide powerful feedback to participating
NTOs as to their relative performance and
provide an opportunity to flag areas for
improvement or to recognise success.
This also includes opportunities provided
by ‘Big data’ sets – such as airline and
booking data or mobile location data –
to significantly add to traditional tourism
research and statistics.
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Executive Summary
SPTO DIGITAL STRATEGY
The Digital Marketing section of the overall Digital Strategy
provides a summary of the specific marketing activities and
programmes that the SPTO should invest in over the next 3 years.
The Digital Marketing Strategy is focused primarily on the specific
digital marketing skills, tools and solutions that the SPTO needs
to implement itself – to fulfil its mission of marketing the Pacific
region – and building its own reporting and insights capabilities.

The Digital Marketing Strategy for the SPTO recommends a medium to longer term
shift in the audience of its marketing and communications efforts. This change is
recommended after the short-term priority of both partner and direct-to-consumer
marketing during the reopening and recovery of tourism across the Pacific. The Pacific
Recovery Newsroom is a centrepiece of this critical period. Medium to longer term, the
Strategy recommends that SPTO focuses only on digital marketing to partners – to
industry, travel trade, media and NGO and other partners.
Specific digital marketing activities and
priorities across SPTO’s Paid, Earned,
Shared and Owned channels are outlined in
detail. Only limited paid media is envisaged
with the focus on creating and curating
compelling digital content –all within the
framework of a proposed ‘Pacific Narrative’
– and building off the existing SPTO brand
guidelines. This will more clearly define and
highlight the unique experiences, people,
places and stories of the Pacific.
The strategy proposes that digital marketing
activities can include and empower
a broader industry participation and
membership programme, and it will build on
the recent review of SPTO’s membership.
SPTO would create a range of digital
marketing co-op and support opportunities
– allowing all of industry to participate but
with benefits in placement or preferential
access to members.
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Executive Summary
SPTO DIGITAL STRATEGY
Across the digital marketing channels the strategy
recommends focusing first on fundamentals. For example,
in email marketing where consolidating existing leads
and developing a content and communication plan is a
foundational step to lead generation, which leads to more
sophisticated targeting and personalisation of messaging. In
SPTO’s website, the strategy proposes the evolution of the
current site to focus on the targeted partners: industry, media,
travel trade etc and the implementation of a ‘Pacific Common
Web Platform (PCWP)’, which is intended to standardise and
simplify the execution of modern web best-practices for both
SPTO and the member NTOs who wish to use a low or no
cost, proven and supported shared set of technologies.
A proposed 3 year budget is provided. In a range of
other technologies from email/CRM to social media and
digital asset management, the strategy makes specific
recommendations on the preferred platform and specific
ways in which the solution should be implemented. The
strategy also builds on the recommendations in the
Destination Think! Report around the required SPTO
staffing and other resources to support its implementation.
Central to any successful digital strategy is one of continual,
iterative improvement based on results. Digital data
provides a rich source of insights to refine every area of
digital marketing –all measured against specific objectives
that cover the three core parts of digital marketing
performance: audience, engagement and conversions.
In addition, digital data – both SPTO’s, as well as the
industry and ‘big data’ sources in areas such as bookings,
transactions and mobile location data – can inform not
only digital marketing but critical decisions in destination
management, including the goals of the Pacific Sustainable
Tourism Policy Framework (PSTPF).
This digital strategy provides a general outline of digital
actions and activities over the next 3 years. The final
priorities, staffing and budget decisions will be made by
SPTO based on its wider responsibilities and priorities
across its core strategies. Therefore the resource and
timelines have been kept general. Additional detail is
provided in the Activity Design Document for NZMFAT
Phase 2.

The Digital Strategy
offers 26 detailed
recommendations
and proposed
actions for the
SPTO and its
member NTOs.
See ‘Actions &
Recommendations’
page 55
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Overview of Project
The SPTO Digital Strategy is a
foundational document for a new
future tourism in the Pacific. The
Covid-19 pandemic has impacted
every island nation and their
tourism industry in profound ways.
This moment of crisis provides
a unique opportunity to invest
for the future and to use a major
investment in expanding digital
skills and solutions as the driver
of a major step-change in tourism
once international borders reopen.
This digital strategy builds off the
earlier ‘Digital Economy Tourism
Initiative’ by Destination Think!
(January 2021) with the overall
project planned and supported by
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade working in collaboration with the lead Pacific
agency – the Pacific Tourism Organisation (SPTO). This digital strategy was informed
by the extensive consultation with SPTO, 29 in-depth interviews with industry, experts
and major technology firms (including Google, TripAdvisor, Expedia and Airbnb), five
interactive workshops and extensive global research of the latest global digital trends,
results and case-study examples.

The strategy also provided input into, and takes regard of,
three important, supporting strategies:
•

SPTO Strategic Plan 2020–2024

•

SPTO Pacific Sustainable Tourism Policy Framework (PSTPF)

•

SPTO Pacific Tourism Statistics Strategy 2021–2030 (PTSS)

Where applicable, we reference these strategies throughout
this document but note substantial additional work will be
required by SPTO to integrate all these strategies into a
well-coordinated set of workstreams.
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Overview of Project
CONSULTATION
We conducted 29 interviews approved by SPTO of tier 1, 2 and
3 NTOs, consultants, industry partners, tourism associations and
organisations, research companies and technology providers.
This included interviews with a range of digital experts
and major technology partners including Google, Expedia,
TripAdvisor and Airbnb and government and NGOs active in the
digital space including Australia’s Pacific Trade Invest, the Asia
Development Bank led Private Sector Development Initiative
and the World Bank. These partners are all critical to advancing
the goals of the digital strategy in a range of critical areas. Close
collaboration and even full integration of this Digital strategy
working with Pacific Trade Investment is particularly important
– see our recommendations for suggested follow-up.
We distributed three online surveys, sent two of those to NTOs,
CEOs and Marketing Managers and the third to the private
sector, both SPTO members and non-members.
•

43% of the private sector respondents have a partial
digital marketing strategy, with email marketing being the
most popular technology used (84%).

•

Just 3.5% of the private sector respondents seek advice,
input or support from SPTO.

•

The majority of NTOs consulted would be interested in
reviewing a joint technology stack

•

62% find Digital Champions an effective way to build
digital skills & knowledge.

•

Digital Data & Insights related to online marketing ROI
and visitors’ insights, including numbers, travel patterns
and dispersal, are most important for NTOs.

•

50% of NTOs consulted believe SPTO should encourage
each nation to develop their own Visitor Responsibility
Code.

•

87% of the respondents agree that SPTO’s primary focus
should be on the recovery of visitors.

A Google folder has been shared with SPTO that includes the
consultation list, interview recordings and survey results.
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Overview of Project
THE OVERALL DIGITAL STRATEGY HAS FOUR
OVERARCHING OBJECTIVES
1. Reach: Connect and communicate with visitors, locals, the
tourism industry and other stakeholders in new, engaging and
personalised ways
2. People: Build core digital knowledge, confidence and capabilities
across the people of the Pacific
3. Productivity: Use digital technologies to work in smarter, more
efficient & productive ways
4. Better Tourism: Leverage digital knowledge, tools and solutions
to develop tourism that offers broader, more sustainable benefits
to people & the environment including improved seasonality and
dispersal

These four objectives reflect on the wider goals of SPTO and where
relevant, they build on the three primary goals of the Strategic Plan
2020 - 2024:
i. Marketing the region
ii. Sustainable tourism planning, and
iii. Research and statistics as the focus of SPTO

15

Situation
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Situation Analysis
The Pacific is at crossroads in tourism and
in its digital future. The Covid-19 pandemic
has been the largest interruption to tourism
in the history of the region, but has also
provided a chance to look at opportunities to
‘build back better’. A step-change in digital
capacity in tourism is one such opportunity and one that also aligns and integrates with
goals in major gains in sustainability and
reporting & statistics.
The extensive consultation and research
highlighted a mixed picture of both
significant opportunity and the need to
mitigate or minimise significant barriers
to progress. For example, substantial
progress has been made in recent years
in digital connectivity (with the expansion
of undersea cables and expanded access
via mobile networks) but for many speed,
reliability or cost is a major barrier. From our
surveys, interviews and research, the level
of digital knowledge, skills with technology

TIER 1

and confidence also varied significantly.
This confirmed the findings and insights on
the digital capability of the region’s NTOs
from the Digital Economy Tourism Initiative
Report.
In collaboration with SPTO, we allocated
each NTO to a relevant tier based on the
Digital Economy Tourism Initiative report
criteria: strategic marketing capability,
utilisation of effective digital tactics and
human resource and technology.

TIER 2

TIER 3

DIGITALLY
CONSTRAINED

DIGITALLY
AMBITIOUS

DIGITALLY
PROFICIENT

American Samoa

Kiribati

Vanuatu

Federated States of
Micronesia

Papua New Guinea

Cook Islands

Tokelau

Tonga

Fiji

Tuvalu

Samoa

New Caledonia

Nauru

Niue

Tahiti

Wallis & Futuna

SPTO

Republic of Marshall
Islands
Solomon Islands
Rapanui
Timor Leste
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Return on Investment
$4 MILLION IN DIGITAL INVESTMENT
IN PACIFIC TOURISM COULD GENERATE:
• $171.5 million (NZD) in incremental visitor spending
in the region (ROI $48:1)
• 6,238 to 12,475 FTE jobs
The Digital Strategy has identified some
ambitious but credible objectives in the
Return of Investment (ROI) that resources
spent on lifting the Digital performance
of tourism organisations and businesses
can generate. This builds on and confirms
the estimates included in the SPTO Digital
Economy Tourism Initiative report from
Destination Think.
These ROI figures are high but – based on a
range of independent, expert studies – appear
realistic and highlight the transformational
nature of digital investments.

* “Assessment of the Economic Impact of Cruise Tourism
in Fiji”, World Bank, October 2019. One FTE from $9623
USD/$13,747 NZD in incremental visitor spending

The primary basis of the ROI calculations
are three major conversion research studies
conducted with dozens of Destination
Marketing Organisations in North America,
which found a ROI rate for digital investment
of respectively, $34:1 (USD), $52:1 (USD)
and $57:1 (USD) (shown above & at left with
details of these studies in the List of Sources).
The average ROI from these three studies is
$49:1 (USD). Using this ROI, an investment
of $3.5 million (USD) into digital capability
and capacity would generate $171.5 million
in estimated incremental visitor spending.
This, in turn, would generate between
6,238 and 12,475 new Full Time Equivalent
(FTE) jobs. This is based on a range of
50% to 100% of the job creation estimates
related to incremental visitor spend from
the Fijian Cruise industry. This analysis was
undertaken in 2019 by the World Bank in their
assessment of the Cruise’s industry impact in
Fiji*
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Introduction
The kava drinking ceremony brings people
together seeking positive outcomes and the
resolution of problems. As with a Kava Bowl, the
SPTO’s Digital Strategy is based on four legs
or pillars that provide a solid foundation and
framework for SPTO’s digital leadership.
New technologies, tools or opportunities will mean
specific digital tactics will change – but these four
pillars provide a solid long-term foundation for
planning SPTO’s digital initiatives and investment.
Both the overall Digital Strategy and this Digital
Marketing Strategy section of the Strategy use
these four pillars as a structure to describe the
specific digital programmes and activities that
the SPTO should invest in and the related budget,
recommendations & actions.

DATA &
INSIGHTS

TECHNOLOGY &
INFRASTRUCTURE

CONTENT &
COMMUNITY

CAPABILITY &
CONNECTIONS

Please note: the Digital Marketing strategy is one
important component of the overall SPTO Digital
Strategy. It is presented as a separate section of this
report with its own recommendations. It should be
read in conjunction with, and an understanding of the
overall Digital Strategy.
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Capability &
Connections
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Capability & Connections
The people of the Pacific are at the center of this digital strategy.
Digital technologies, solutions and data are only tools. Skilled and capable people –
knowledgeable and confident in the digital landscape – is what turns these tools
into a step-change in the reach, impact and productivity of tourism.

PACIFIC TOURISM
ORGANISATION (SPTO)
To build and refine its role as the coordinating
digital leader in the region.
This capability building starts with SPTO
hiring and then supporting its own staff to
build the critical skills needed to execute
this ambitious strategy, This needs to
be organisational wide and a long-term
commitment to customising the training
and support of staff to their specific needs
and role. We recommend that each staff
member with any connection with marketing,
communications, research or more general
management should have a custom digital
skill-development plan with personal goals
and a reporting structure to assess progress
(see Recommendations).
Some of the major areas critical to this
Strategy pillar include:
NTO CUSTOM TRAINING & CLUSTERS
SPTO should then support its partner NTO
and their staff to assess their training and
skill development programmes. The objective
is for each NTO to have a multi year skill
development programme to build these
organisations to the next level of digital
capability and leadership (e.g: Tier 1 to Tier 2,
Tier 2 to Tier 3 etc). This long term capability
building programme will enable and empower
SPTO and NTOs’ role at the centre of the
region’s digital transformation in tourism.

Each NTO should have a specific training
and capability-building programme
developed to meet not only their own
internal digital learning requirements
but also including the needs of the
wider tourism industry – all within
the three identified tiers of Digitally
Constrained, Ambitious and Proficient.
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Capability & Connections

The tier allocation for each NTO has been reviewed
or confirmed based on the following criteria:
•

Quality of the technology, tools, and channels, level of adoption
and quality of use based on review and self-assessment

•

Leadership commitment to digital adaptation based on
interviews & review of marketing strategies (where available)

•

Team size and capabilities based on interviews

•

Quality of internet access, speed, reliability & costs

•

Destination and tourism factors, size/significance of tourism
industry and growth opportunities with tourism

•

Visitor access, size, range, cost of air access/remote location

•

NTO budget, comparable total budget available

•

Population, comparable population

•

General education levels, comparable levels of education

•

Digital skills on the broader economy and community

•

Culture readiness, mutual understanding of cultural differences
between hosts and visitors
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Capability & Connections
Each part of the capability programme will
have clear objectives & measurement to
ensure regular reporting of progress, results &
refinements needed. Therefore it is essential
to develop a clear set of guidelines & best
practices customised to each tier of NTOs –
especially for Tier 1 NTOs.
Industry - in partnership with each NTO,
training and support of industry partners
based on their capability. SPTO & NTO
Leadership: Assessment of each organisation’s
technologise & digital channels, commitment
to digital transformation and their team’s size
and capabilities.
DIGITAL CHAMPIONS
Following feedback from our consultation
process, the concept of Local Digital
Champions empowering the industry as part
of the training and education was highly
welcomed.
These locally based digital experts located
across the Pacific will work in partnership
with the NTOs and other government
agencies. Their roles will be primarily paid
and supported by SPTO and SPTO’s partners
but with local logistical support from the NTO
where possible (eg: office space & support,
access to a vehicle, mobile phone, etc).
The Local Digital Champions will be kept up
to date with new digital trends, technologies
and initiatives to provide targeted, group or
one-on-one support to NTO staff, industry
partners and related stakeholders.
The Digital Champions will work closely with
the Pacific Digital Champion based at SPTO
to ensure training and capability targets
are met and provide valuable feedback to
regularly optimise learning programmes and
certifications.
It is also proposed that Local Digital
Champions work with the support of both
a volunteer and mentorship programme.

‘Volunteer Digital Champions’ are proposed
as an internship programme recruited from
Universities in New Zealand, Australia, the
US or other nations. Students with digital
skills, strong communication skills and the
ability to work in cross cultural situations
would be ‘hired’ to support the Local Digital
Champions for 2-4 months - with their
travel & housing costs paid – and (subject to
budget) a modest ‘honorium’ paid. Students
with the right digital skills and who are from
the Pacific communities in those countries
could be targeted for the programme. This
will ensure a constant upskilling of tools and
knowledge into the Pacific at low cost.
The mentorship
programme
would pair
NTOs and
selected tourism
businesses with
Destination
Marketing
Organisations
and relevant
tourism
organisations in
other countries.
The mentor
organisation
would offer to
provide informal advice, share knowledge and
troubleshoot issues in a 1–2 hour session once
per month. Such a mentorship programme
has been run successfully in several parts of
the world including by the Colorado Tourism
Office – part of the Colorado Rural Academy
for Tourism (CRAFT), see inset.
The Pacific and Local Digital Champions will
likely need access to outside expertise to
ensure training and knowledge is current and
to answer specialist questions or problems.
The objective of any outside consulting
sought should always be on knowledge
transfer and skill development of staff in
the islands.
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DIGITAL ACADEMY
This online library of educational and howto materials will offer targeted courses that
contain a collection of how-to documents,
videos, tools and links supporting all aspects
of digital marketing.
Content needs to be updated and added
regularly by Digital Champions with input and
linking back to existing free online education
content, for example:
Marketers resources: Google Digital Garage
or Hubspot Academy
Small Business resources: New Zealand
Digital Boost, Australia Be Connected
Learners will track their progress through the
content and earn ‘badges’ for the quantity
and skill level of content they engage in. We
also recommend that the academy contains
a ‘Ask a Question’ feature where learners can
have their individual questions addressed by
the local Digital Champion.
Support & Advanced Training: The Digital
Champions & Academy are managed by an
SPTO Digital Programme Manager(s) who
also provide direct targeted support to Tier
1 NTOs and more capable tourism industry
partners who are members.

Global & Local Talent: The Programme
manager is initially suggested as a dual/
triple role with a two-year contract to
attract global talent who would work with
a locally hired team member who would be
trained up to assume the leadership.
Secondments: Digital team members from
NTOs, airlines & other partner organisations
would be rotated through Suva to build
connections & collaboration across the
region, help the team above deliver services
and support the Region’s Digital Champions.
Master Academy: Each year the NTOs
digital staff, the Digital Champions
and selected key partners from across
the Pacific attend training, education
& recognition conference incl. Awards
celebrating results & progress.
Preferred Technology Training: Specific
training on adopted digital platforms
(see Technology & Infrastructure).
Membership/Participation Programme:
The education, training & academy
resources as part of the benefits of the
membership programme. Access to all but
members have first or preferential access to
content and training.

UNWTO - Google Tourism Recovery & Acceleration Programmes
In 2020 the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) and Google launched a
global Tourism Acceleration Programme the first of which was run in South Africa. In May
2021 this was expanded into a Tourism Recovery programme - supporting the reopening
and recovery of tourism around the world. Both programmes have a strong focus on
working with destinations on digital education and capacity building. Core elements
include developing digital skills, using data insights and case studies in digital innovation.
Programmes have been run across multiple countries in Africa, the Middle East and Europe.

We recommend the SPTO work either directly or
with member UNWTO nations and seek both support
from the Tourism Recovery Programme and a Tourism
Acceleration Programme that could be run across the
region with member nations.
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Content & Community
This strategy pillar is focused on enhancing the creation, curation
and distribution of engaging digital content. From coordinating
the recovery from Covid-19 through to empowering storytellers
including locals, visitors and industry across the region.
Digital Newsroom:
From Recovery to Partner Newsroom
The Pacific Recovery Newsroom builds on the
concept of the ‘Digital Newsroom’ proposed
in the Digital Economy Tourism Initiative
Report (January 2021) and this strategy has
been highlighted in the Digital Marketing
Strategy (May 2021). The Pacific Recovery
Newsroom focuses on digital communication
channels though it needs to be integrated with
‘traditional’ public relations.
The objective of the Pacific Recovery
Newsroom will be to provide clear,
comprehensive & consistent travel and visitor
information during the recovery from Covid-19.
This will include timely, easy to follow
information on travel and border restrictions,
the recovery of tourism in each island nation,

the reopening of airline routes, health &
safety requirements for visitors and other
essential travel and health information. The
communication will be both directly to
travellers and via partners – especially
media and travel trade.
The Pacific Recovery Newsroom will be
an essential part of SPTO’s content and
communication strategy in the short- to
medium-term and should run through
the reopening of Pacific tourism from
the pandemic. The estimated timeframe
covers mid-2021 well into 2022, however,
the timeframe for a full recovery is far
longer while uncertainty and risks remain.
Even when the recovery is well underway,
potential interruptions and new restrictions
on travel are possible. The Newsroom, and
indeed all digital marketing services, must be
responsive to these changing conditions.
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Content & Community

The Pacific Recovery Newsroom will be
operated by SPTO staff in coordination with
NTOs and respective government departments
in each nation. The NTO is suggested as the
coordinating agency for each nation with clear
responsibilities for facilitating the information
needed by the Pacific Recovery Newsroom. An
information-sharing agreement is proposed
for signature by all of SPTO’s members, which
will cover the basis of the information to be
made public, the timelines and responsibilities
of contributing parties and any privacy and
security details guaranteed by each party.

Posts
Search

Posts Feed

Widget

With the reopening of tourism into specific
island destinations already underway as of
late May 2021, the Pacific Recovery Newsroom
should be quickly launched by July 2021.
The staffing included in this budget should be
part of the SPTO communication and content
team. We suggest deploying a Senior Editor
with extensive experience in news operations
is to manage the Newsroom. This role could
be a contracted position for an initial 18-month
term. In addition, we propose an additional
Content Specialist to help manage and share
recovery data and, potentially, help with other
content creation tasks.
The Pacific Newsroom, in conjunction with
SPTO staff and contracted support (as
needed) should also aim to provide:
•

Training & education for NTOs/industry on
communication around the reopening and
recovery, including the information needed at
each stage of the recovery

•

PR and crisis communication training –
preparation for possible interruptions to the
reopening and recovery from fresh impacts from
the pandemic or other ‘external’ events.

•

The Pacific Recovery Newsroom should
leverage the technologies outlined in the Digital
Marketing Strategy, including the use of a Digital
Asset Management (DAM) platform, which
includes functionality to update media and trade
partners.

•

The consumer focused part of the Pacific
Recovery Newsroom should include a public
website with an easy-to-remember web address
(for example, https://ThePacificisOpen.com ) – a
particular extension of SPTO’s own website.

•

The data should also be made available via a
variety of Open Data feeds including an API
(supporting various data types and formats) as a
News/RSS feed.
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Content & Community

In the longer term, the focus of the Digital
Newsroom moves away from consumers and
will focus on trade, industry, media and NGO
partners. This content hub is a compelling
opportunity to sculpt the Pacific narrative
and provide a convenient place to store and
distribute media assets.
The Digital Newsroom will be a content hub
that includes written and visual resources such
as images, videos or infographics. It will also
include bloggers, journalists and influencers
directory, complete with updated visitor and
NTOs stats that content creators might need
to cover the latest stories. Aside from a search
function, we recommend using separate links
for contact details and categories in the top
navigation bar to facilitate navigation. The
directory will need to be updated regularly.
Pacific Storytellers
Following the ‘Pacific narrative’ strategy
outlined in the Digital Marketing Strategy, we
suggest engaging with local talent to further
enhance the Pacific Islands and its people’s
unique expression to produce authentic,
diverse and engaging content.
The Pacific Storytellers are destination
advocates and raving local fans such as
business owners, students, chefs, artists or

musicians whose values are aligned with your
points of difference.
This digital storytelling support and training
should also be expanded into the SPTO South
Pacific Specialists programme to support the
content created by travel agency partners
(the programme is currently being reviewed
and updated).
The Digital Champions will support Pacific
Storytellers to access, learn about, and
deliver content showcased in international
trends but reflecting the Pacific Island flavour
unique to these destinations.
There are many reasons to make video a
priority for your Pacific storytelling, but the
most important is that that’s what audiences
want. Video generates more engagement
than any other content type and typically
performs best with most algorithms as it
captures the audience’s attention for longer.
Example of local
content showcasing
American Samoa
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Storytellers. As the Digital Champions will set
content goals, it’s essential to recognise and
celebrate success as it is a powerful motivator
for the community and local talent.

Audiences want to
know about the values
and people behind the
brands. Video is the
most effective tool
to humanise brands,
capture attention and
help create a deeper
connection within the
Pacific community.
Pacific Storytellers
can leverage off ‘Local
Guides’ programmes of
major platforms such as
Google or TripAdvisor.
Google’s Local Guide programme is an
organised crowd-sourcing programme
designed to improve the quantity and quality
of (primarily) business data in Google Maps.
Local Guides sign up through the Google
Maps app on Android or iOS, or the web via
maps.google.com.

Awards reinforce the meaning behind the
learning and effort of producing content and
demonstrate appreciation for the storytelling
community achievements. This event can also
offer content workshops, share new trends
and digital tools, and invite best in show
international speakers.
Storytellers, NTOs and SPTO staff can vote
for the best content in diverse mediums:
blogs, social media channels or websites to
reinforce engagement and connection. Data
and analytics can be used to identify videos
or images most watched or most popular
articles and blogs.
SPTO as a digital leader can leverage this
event to connect NTOs staff members to
share insights, goals and challenges and build
a solid Pacific digital culture. In return, the
Pacific community will remain motivated to
take the next step to achieve the region’s
content goals.

The programme’s objective from Google’s
end is to encourage, incentivise and reward
users for improving the quality and coverage
of one of their most important assets. The
reward for Local Guides to participate is
largely the satisfaction of having helped other
people discover places that the Local Guides
know. Still, Google has also implemented a
points system that provides some recognition
for Local Guides within some parts of the
Google ecosystem, primarily Maps.
We recommend that SPTO organises
an Annual Awards Ceremony for Pacific

Tiaki Promise & Palau Pledge
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Digital technologies and infrastructure have broad-reaching effects across societies, but
broadly in the context of tourism and travel we have two key affected groups:
1. External Groups – prospective visitors, media, travel trade etc, typically outside the Pacific
2. Internal Stakeholders – agencies, local business partners etc, typically within the Pacific
For the purposes of this discussion we’ll assume (given we can’t influence it) that these external
groups generally have high-quality internet access and connectivity. However, what they will
be affected by, which we’ll discuss shortly, are inadequate payment systems when trying to
transact with Pacific businesses.
Our review and feedback from internal stakeholders suggest there are two significant
constraints on their digital activity:
1. Internet access, or quality Internet access. By which we mean ability to reliable access the
Internet, with connection speeds at a very moderate 15Mbps or over. In comparison, many
new connections in New Zealand are typically in the 100-200Mbps range.
2. Payment Systems. Currently no Pacific business can trade online in their own currency,
typically an account in an offshore currency is required, commonly New Zealand or
Australia.
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CONNECTIVITY
These issues are considerable, as they constrain the ability to connect, or connect in a
timely and efficient manner with global audiences. In an environment where travel and
tourism are now commonly traded directly in online channels, this presents significant
disadvantages and a barrier for Pacific tourism businesses.
The good news is that there has been
progress made, through further submarine
cable initiatives (and more to come)
decreasing submarine cable costs, good
4G initiatives via local Telecommunications
Companies, and as a last resort, increased
growth in satellite options.
Future growth will be predominantly around

LTE/4G mobile services, connected to fibre
backbones or microwave links for more
remote areas. This is entirely consistent with
other developing countries, where the cost
of installing fixed infrastructure is not viable.
Satellites with low earth orbit (LOE, think
Starlink) may deliver services to extremely
isolated communities, but questions remain
around the commercial viability of this.
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PAYMENT SYSTEMS
Another major barrier to online reservations,
and indeed commerce in the Pacific, as
highlighted by a report from the Pacific
E-commerce Initiative (PECI), is the lack
of ability to trade in local currencies. In
tourism, this means that the ability to trade
directly with consumers must be undertaken
in another currency, typically NZD, AUS, or
USD, often requiring the merchant to have a
bank account in that country, which in itself
is a barrier. Even Stripe, a global payment
platform doesn’t support any currency from
a Pacific nation. This obviously doesn’t affect
sales via third parties such as online travel
agents (OTAs) but is having an impact on
direct sales, which are more desirable as they
are commission free.

The good news is that PECI says that while
there has been progress with banks, there is
a prediction that mobile payment systems
coupled with innovations in the financial and
technology sector (Financial Technologies,
otherwise known as Fintech) is likely to
bypass the banking systems and provide
solutions for businesses, allowing them to
trade directly with consumers. This is now
prevalent in many South-East Asian countries,
with the two best examples being WeChat
Pay and Alipay.
PECI suggests that the local banking
systems, while progress has been made, are
unlikely to adapt to the new environment
before new Fintech services are available,
following a similar pattern in many
developing countries.
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BOOKING SOLUTIONS
Online booking is a final and critical part of how digital technologies can turn
aspiration into action for travel.
Enabling the migration of Pacific tourism
‘product’ (accommodation, tours, activities
etc), and its related inventory and pricing,
onto online booking environments will
allow travellers to commit and purchase –
regardless of if they are in Suva, Sydney, San
Francisco or Stockholm.
However, online booking requires several
step-changes and the most important are
not technology related – but in the attitude
and processes of the business. Migrating the
management of rooms, tours or activities into
an online booking environment with realtime availability and pricing requires training
and support. This shift needs to be selective
and supported - it is not right for every
business. The implementation of the right
online booking engine and related tools are
then feasible. Hence, the initial focus of the

digital strategy should be on digital training
and education; working in collaboration
with both providers such as WHL Group
(who provide a SME-focused online booking
solution) and supported by Pacific Trade
Invest and online platform partners such as
Online Travel Agencies (OTAs) like Expedia
and Booking.com plus Airbnb. Education
on the pros and cons of OTAs and other
booking intermediaries is critical along with
principles of pricing, commission structures
and yield management. Training needs to
stress the importance of building a balance
of direct online bookings vs. bookings via
OTAs. This is of increased significance with
the enhanced importance of every tourism
business building on their own first-party
data (personalised customer information) –
this is data typically not shared by OTAs.
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BOOKING SOLUTIONS
Beyond these foundational steps, it’s
recommended that medium term (2–3 years),
SPTO should investigate the feasibility of a
regional Online Booking Exchange Platform.
Tourism Exchange Australia (TXA), Tourism
Exchange GB and similar platforms in Japan,
Indonesia and elsewhere have reduced the
complexity and cost for tourism businesses
of connecting with major online booking
platforms. Their functionality can especially
benefit SMEs – reducing complexity and
enabling small tour companies, activity and
accommodation providers to quickly get
distribution via dozens of online distribution

cont.

partners from one interface. They also
offer the regional agency (such as SPTO)
access to invaluable booking-related data
and business performance insights. Though
the implementation and ongoing costs are
substantial, the enhanced global distribution
and insights could be worth the investment.
This investment however, only makes
sense once more of the Pacific’s tourism
businesses have the right skills, knowledge
and capabilities (including a booking engine
and online inventory and pricing) to make
this expanded global distribution a significant
opportunity.
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The ‘digital footprint’ of NTOs and DMOs
globally has been rapidly improving in recent
years, accelerated more recently by Covid-19
and the increased competition for visitors. A
key outcome has been the implementation
of comprehensive digital platforms, allowing
destinations to not only efficiently deliver
information to prospective visitors, but using
smart tools and technologies to actively
engage and deliver digital experiences that
increase the likelihood of conversion. These
technologies have been a key enabler via
modern publishing platforms, informed
mobile focussed design, richer and more
immersive content, engagement tools such as
email or CRM platforms, business tools such
as Digital Asset Managers, and sophisticated
testing and data analysis tools.

While these technologies continue to emerge
and evolve, the actual ‘technology stack’ or
the set of technologies used in promoting
tourism aren’t significantly different between
Tier 1 and Tier 3 nations. There’s a core set
of technologies, an optional set to extend
functionality, but the big difference is in
the strategy and resourcing in using and
executing those technologies.
We propose as part of the NTO Technology
Stack, a ‘Pacific Common Web Platform’
(PCWP) that encapsulates best digital
practices from the core technologies to
Information Architecture and design, to
integrated tools. We anticipate that the
baseline would include:

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 4

Tier 5

Modern CMS & Self-Publishing

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Standard Privacy
and Security Policies

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Content Delivery Network

Optional

Optional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Segmentation

Yes, no Portal

Portal

Portal

Portal

Portal

Content Templates

Standard

Flexible

Flexible

Flexible

Flexible

Mobile First Design

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Yes

Flexible

Flexible

Flexible

Optional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Optional

Optional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Optional

Yes

Extensive

Optional

Extensive

Integrated
booking

Integrated
ecommerce

Core Infrastructure

Content and Design

Multilingual content
Preinstalled IA/Example content

Yes

Integrated social content

Customer Engagement
Simple Newsletter/mailing tool

Optional

CRM tool and segmentation
Marketing automation
Content personalisation
Online Reservations

Link to
operator

Link to
operator

White label
availability
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cont.

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 4

Tier 5

Optional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Optional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Trade Tools
Digital Asset Manager
Media Centre

Marketing and Analytics
Site Speed optimisation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

A standardised SEO framework

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Google Analytics

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

From this table we can make two key observations. The first is that the technology differences,
or the backbone of what is required, is not that different between tiers. What is different is the
complexity of those tools at higher tiers, which is to be expected. This means it is quite feasible
that a common platform could be implemented to meet the core needs of all tiers, not just the
lower ones.
The second, and less visible observation, is that it’s not just the complexity of the tool that
differs between tiers, but the strategy, execution and resourcing behind it. At higher tiers these
more advanced tools require a considerably higher input. In effect then, it’s not just having the
tool available that differentiates the tiers, but the considerable investment in resourcing and
executing those tools.
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cont.

We propose the investigation of a ‘Pacific Common Web Platform’ that at the very least can
bring a core set of ‘best practice’ technologies to Tier 1 and 2 nations, but which could also
bring efficiencies, especially in cost, to Tier 3 nations and above. Like the Common Web
Platform (https://www.cwp.govt.nz/) supported by the New Zealand Government, we anticipate
a number of benefits.

Simple to use

Flexible

An easy-to-use content editor
w/drag and drop functionality

A common tool set across the Pacific
means easier sharing of knowledge

Visitor Focused

Visible

Preconfigured Information
Architecture (IA) & example content

Best practice SEO built in to
maximize online visibility

Collaborative

Feature Packed

A common tool set across the Pacific
means easier sharing of knowledge

Optional integrations such as blogs, maps,
mailing tools, CRMs etc all preconfigured

Cost Effective

Evolving

A centralised infrastructure means
lower initial & ongoing costs

Regularly maintained and new
features added.

Robust
A turnkey solution, with security upgrades,
server updates & testing included

In summary then, we believe the smaller nation, and even up to the largest, could benefit from
the implementation of a Pacific Common Web Platform. It would drive down cost, increase
the quality and consistency of visitor marketing, and bring a standardised work environment
enabling the sharing of data and knowledge across countries.
See appendix XX for a current list of technologies used by NTOs.
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ADDITIONAL TECHNOLOGIES
In our digital marketing report for SPTO, we outlined a number of technologies from email
to CRM, to Digital Asset Management. For the sake of avoiding repetition we won’t duplicate
those recommendations here but we will add to them in the context of the adoption across a
wider set of NTOs.

CONSUMER DATABASE AND EMAIL
MARKETING PLATFORM
Email marketing may not be as popular
as it once was, in part due to the rise in
social media, but it remains a valid channel
for destinations, especially those who are
attracting back repeat guests. But, like all
initiatives there must be at least a simple
plan and an email programme should never
be undertaken, ‘because someone said we
should’. It requires thought and commitment.
It’s for this reason that we haven’t’
specifically recommended it for Tier 1
nations, as they may not have the resourcing
, or content, to commit to it.

For Tier 2, we definitely recommend it, and
we’ve called it optional for Tier 3, as ideally
they might be moving info CRM territory at
this point.
We’d suggest evaluating Mailer Lite as a
preferred option, due to its cost, ease of
use, and relatively full feature set including
segmentation and even simple automations.

ANALYTICS TOOLS PLATFORM
For the NTOs, we note that most are
already using Google Analytics, and some
are using Google Tag Manager (GTM). We
recommend that all NTOs implement the new
Google Analytics 4 (GA4) in parallel with
their current version of Google Analytics
(probably Universal Analytics (UA) 3). We
would also suggest Google Data Studio for
dashboarding. It is free and works just as well
as many of the paid platforms. Data Studio
turns your data into informative, easy to
read, easy to share, and fully customizable
dashboards and reports.
We note that some NTOs are using additional
data collection tools to measure advertising

permanence, site usability, or A/B testing,
these include:
•

Quantcast

•

Hotjar

•

Oribi

There are a myriad of tools available online,
and while many are very good, and powerful,
they require a substantial investment of time
and money to deliver meaningful reports.
We strongly recommend getting the
framework in place with the Google tools,
and then once data professionals are
available, look at a wider set of tools, or
simply outsource the work.
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We proposed an upgrade of Brandkit from a standard account to a Pro account, to take
advantage of the media centre capabilities.
If we look at this in a wider Pacific context,
there would appear to be only three NTOs
who currently use a DAM, one being Samoa
who is also using Brandkit.
Like the Pacific Common Web Platform,
using a common DAM across the Pacific
delivers many benefits, and we’d suggest
that ideally all NTOs subscribed to either a
Startup ($50 per month) or Standard ($100
per month) plan.
There would be a number of benefits from
this approach:

1. A common platform, meaning training
and support across all NTOs would be
easier
2. Consistency for trade and media when
accessing assets
3. Possible cost efficiencies
But most importantly, if SPTO engaged a
Pro Plan, and the NTOs a lower plan, all NTO
content could be ‘syndicated’ to the SPTO
central account, ensuring images and assets
had a centrally accessible repository.
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As part of our digital marketing strategy for SPTO, we recommended Adobe Creative
Cloud is a solid choice as a creative solution. As we discussed, Creative Cloud is a
sophisticated and powerful creative tool, and ideally suited for a skilled operator, or
one who has good training and support.
For many Tier 3, and definitely higher tiers,
we’d suggest this is also an appropriate tool,
as staffing and skill levels are likely to be
higher.
However, for Tier 1, 2 and some Tier 3 NTOs,
we’d strongly recommend simpler tools that
performed the basics well. As a rule, for
photos they would require:
1.

The resizing and cropping of images

2. Relatively simple ‘lighting enhancements’
and/or filters
3. The ability to replace or erase
(content-aware-fill) blemishes or
unwanted features in photos.

A tool such as Photopea (https://www.
photopea.com) delivers this and more.
For videos, requirements are likely to be:
4. Trim or join clips on a timeline
5. Add tiles and/or effects
6. Add music
7. Publish to a variety of platforms
For Mac users, iMovie is a great choice,
simple to use and free. Windows users
have far more choices, and no clear winner,
options include WeVideo, a relatively simple
online editor that offers great value, open
source options such as Lightworks or free
versions of commercial software such as
HitFilm Express.
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Without doubt, many of the Tier 3 NTOs will be using various tools to measure and
manage online visibility and SEO. We suggested SEMRush and Moz as two good
platforms. The standard plans on both tools start at around $100/mth (USD) on both
products. For larger NTOs, these plans or higher would deliver substantial benefits.
For smaller NTOs the cost and time could represent a challenge, yet understanding visibility
is vital to understanding if your digital efforts are making a difference.
If this is the case, several pathways exist.
1. SPTO subscribes to a plan that could incorporate the smaller NTOs and provides reports
to them.
2. The smaller NTOs look at ‘set (and sort of) forget’ tools such as Wincher (www.wincher.
com) which for 24 Euro per month allows you to monitor 500 keywords across 10 sites,
your competitors and your own, and track your ranking over time.
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CRM AND MARKETING AUTOMATION PLATFORM
CRM and marketing automation, as
we mentioned earlier, is suitable for
organisations that have outgrown email
marketing tools, have a strategic plan for the
execution of marketing automation, and have
dedicated resources to achieve the defined
or required outcomes. It’s a significant
undertaking.
It’s also worth noting, that in the context of
travel, and especially destination marketing,
CRM at this point is less about sales (as it
would normally be implemented for) and
more about understanding our audience,
segmenting them, and then delivering
marketing and automation to influence their
travel decisions.
In our Common Web Platform, we detail that
CRM is suitable from Tier 3 upwards ideally,
with substantially greater sophistication
when Tier 5 is reached, including, but not
limited to:

1. Advanced customer segmentation
2. Behavioural analysis
3. Lead scoring
4. Personalisation of content
- email and web
5. Full marketing automation
We’ve evaluated that a mid-range CRM and
automation platform is likely to meet these
needs. However, dependant on progress
with ecommerce integration and more
sophisticated sales automation process may
need to be investigated. There are many
enterprise grade tools that cater to this
market, often with significant cost, there
needs to be detailed consideration as to
the suitability to each case.

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT
AND LISTENING TOOLS
We’d expect many NTOs to already be
using social media management tools, such
as HootSuite that we recommended in the
digital marketing strategy. This tool is suited
well to NTOs.
Social listening however, while included in
some lighter weight social tools, is more
specialised, and a strategy for the group may
be a master account, as we suggested for
SPTO, with reports distributed to the NTOs.

Business Intelligence, dashboarding and
data aggregation tools
Our recommendation is for Zavy is the same
as in the digital marketing report.
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A major 2017 study ‘The Economic Impact of Geospatial Services’
identified a wide range of economic & social returns worth an estimated
$1.2 trillion per annum worldwide.
The economic impact of geospatial services AlphaBeta 2016-2017 Study (funded by Google Maps)

Accurate geographic and geospatial data
including maps are a critical and foundational
component of the digital infrastructure of any
nation. High quality, accurate and up-to-date
maps provide immediate and obvious benefits
for locals, potential visitors and in-market
visitors alike through improved searching and
wayfinding.
Improved map data, however, also provides
substantial benefits to a broad variety of
government and social interests including
resource management, regional and urban
planning, tax assessment, risk assessment,
transportation, crisis planning, disaster
recovery, emergency services and economic
development.
Types of Map Data
There are several ways in which map data of
Pacific island nations can be improved. First is
the underlying GPS and GIS data including the
placement of roads, rivers, geographic features,
landmarks, businesses and points of interest on
the map.
Secondly, is the capture of 360° visual imagery
or ’Street View’. Google and other mapping
platforms make use of this high-resolution
visual data to update all of the underlying
structures detailed above using sophisticated
image analysis processes. Of the evaluated
member nations, only one has Street View data
on par with larger countries. In fact, most of the
evaluated countries had no Street View data
available at all (see analysis chart below).
The gap in representation is a significant
opportunity to improve the accuracy and
availability of data about each country through

one relatively simple process of capturing
Street View data and uploading it. SPTO can
play a role in facilitating and supporting the
improvement of both types of map data,
through a variety of programmes, which can be
adjusted situationally. Some examples of SPTO
support which should be incorporated:
1. Purchase of Street View capture
equipment by SPTO which can be loaned
out to member nations along with training
and support to capture the imagery with
on-island resources.
2. Cooperative funding for third parties
to capture imagery while upskilling local
assets for future or ongoing capture.
3. Negotiation of donated or discounted
equipment from corporate sponsors
which can then be loaned or distributed
4. Coordination with NGOs which further
facilitate improvements of maps (see
reference links below).
Aside from Google maps, which has a
robust process for contributing Street
View and GIS data, there are multiple other
platforms which can benefit. Both Mapillary
and KartaView accept visual uploads
including 360° and more traditional ‘flat’
imagery. OpenStreetMap, the self-proclaimed
‘Wikipedia of maps’ also accepts underlying
GIS data submissions and encourages
community-contributed improvements.
There are several NGOs who specialise in
organising and training local resources to
provide this data, including YouthMappers
and the Missing Maps project SPTO should be
a coordination point for nations to access
and engage with these programmes.
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Mapping Milestones:
Mapping is a critical component;
aggressive but achievable targets
should be set for all SPTO members to
capture substantial 360° ‘street view’
imagery within the next three to five
years. A suggested target is the capture
of all major roads in all member nations
within three years, and an average of at
least 50% coverage within five years.

NTO

Street View Coverage

Date of Capture

American Samoa

50%

2014

Cook Islands

60%

2019

Fiji

60%

2019, 2021

Kiribati

0%

Marshall Islands

0%

New Caledonia

0%

Niue

0%

Norfolk Island

0%

Palau

20%

Papua New Guinea

0%

Samoa

0%

Solomon Islands

0%

Tahiti

90%

Timor Leste

0%

Tonga

25%

Tuvalu

0%

Vanuatu

0%

Wallis and Futuna

0%

2016

2019

2019
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CORE REGIONAL METRICS FOR
MEASUREMENT OF DIGITAL PERFORMANCE
Successful digital programmes can leverage a range of deep and rich data that
supports precision and targeting in their execution. More importantly, ongoing
data and insights should be used to drive a process of continual improvement;
understanding what is working, what isn’t and what needs to change.
Measure What Matters: In the Digital
Marketing Strategy we outlined three
types of recommended KeyPerformance
Indicators (KPIs) for SPTO to use in its own
digital marketing. These covered Audience,
Engagement and Conversion metrics. The
wider Digital Strategy proposes these are
expanded into a set of recommended core
regional metrics against which all NTOs
should be measuring results. A starting list is
provided below. These are presented in two
columns: introductory metrics for Tier 1 NTOs,
with more advanced and sophisticated KPIs
appropriate to Tier 2 and 3 NTOs.
Core Regional Metrics

SPTO’s digital marketing team, working
in collaboration with the Pacific Digital
Champion and the individual island-specific
Digital Champions, would work with the
NTOs to introduce these metrics. Part of
the process of accurately and consistently
measuring these metrics is providing
guidance to ensure Google Analytics is set up
correctly to gain accurate measurement and
reporting of these core metrics*.
*For example, the bounce rate on a website can vary widely
depending on if ‘events’ or ‘goals’ have been set up correctly
on the site.

Tier 1

Tier 2

Views (Video - digital media)

x

x

Users

x

x

Unique Users (website)

x

x

% Repeat Users (website)

x

x

Average Time on Site (website)

x

x

Home Page Bounce Rate (website)

x

x

Overall Bounce Rate (website)

x

x

Audience

Engagement

Top 5 Campaign Landing Pages - Bouce Rate (website)
Email Open Rate

x
x

Email Click Through Rate (CTR)
Advertising Click Through Rate (CTR)

x
x

x

x

Likes % (Facebook, Instagram, Youtube)

x

Shares, Comments % (Facebook, Instagram, Youtube)

x

Completion Rate % (Video)

x
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Core Regional Metrics

Tier 1

cont.

Tier 2

Conversions
Business click through referrals (to website)

x

Booking engine click through referrals

x

Deals/Offers click through rate

x

Premium content interactions

x

Additional metrics can be added in data
sets appropriate to other destination
measurement and management including
travel and transportation specific data,
mobile location data, booking and
transaction data sets.

data and reporting platforms. The core
measurement and research tools appropriate
for all NTOs are outlined below.

Digital Marketing Measurement Framework:
These core metrics need to sit with a broader
data and research measurement framework
appropriate to NTOs to each tier. In addition
to Google Analytics, SPTO should build
and share expertise across the other core

2. Facebook & Instagram Insights

1. Email reporting – MailChimp, or
equivalent email marketing platform

3. YouTube Insights (see screen shot)
4. Online survey tool (eg: Survey Monkey)
for simple ‘intercept’ surveys

Additionally, more sophisticated solutions can be recommended for Tier 2 and especially, Tier
3 NTOs including testing and targeting solutions to undertake beta testing on a website and/or
facilitate A–B and even multi-variant testing of different landing pages.
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cont.

Shared Research & Insights: A range of research options can support SPTO and its member
NTOs stay up to date with the latest trends, research and opportunities. SPTO can collect and,
where needed, purchase shared digital marketing research, white papers & research critical to
smart digital marketing and wider programmes. Many of these research vendors have special
rates for groups of destinations and/or are highly negotiable for an association of NTOs such as
SPTO. Specific partner research opportunities include:

1.

Phocuswright Research – the world’s leading research and analytics for online travel
behavior, trends and technologies www.phocuswright.com

2. PhocusWire – companion news-site and updates on digital travel related news & trends
www.phocuswire.com
3. Skift – world-leading news and analysis focused on the latest trends in travel and tourism
including marketing and digital technologies. www.skift.com
4. Custom research – Australian, New Zealand, US and other research agencies undertake
online travel and broader tourism research that could be purchased on behalf of NTO
members.
In addition, SPTO’s digital marketing team should develop a list of preferred sector-specific
digital travel related research & analysis available for hospitality (hotels and resorts), airlines,
cruise lines, tour companies and more. A starter list is provided in the appendix.
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PACIFIC BENCHMARKING PROGRAMME
Benchmarking programmes can be a
powerful way for organisations to compare
and understand their online performance.
We recommend that SPTO and/or an
independent third party would manage
this regional benchmarking programme
which would allow each NTO to assess
their performance against their peers.
Benchmarking programmes are widely used
in a range of industries including grocery,
media, pharmaceuticals and more.

Benchmarking programmes build on the core
digital Key Performance Indicators outlined
above, and establish common and consistent
mechanisms for reporting this information
in a confidential manner. Data is shared, but
is aggregated, averaged and anonymised to
ensure the privacy of all parties.
Benchmarking programmes can measure & compare
tourism industry and marketing performance including
hotel occupancy, visitor spend and digital marketing
specific metrics.

The Data Champions proposed in this strategy could work with the Digital Marketing
team to execute the benchmarking programme. It is important the benchmark reporting is
integrated with the training and support programmes (outlined in Capability & Connections)
and accompanied with interpretation and specific suggestions on practical steps to improve
performance. The data points collected and the frequency of the reporting could start modestly
and build over time as participants build confidence and more fully understand the value of
benchmarking.
Other Digital Data & Reporting.
In the Digital Marketing section of this
Strategy we outlined the opportunity that
‘Big Data Sets’ presents and described four
types of digital data:
1. Travel & Transportation Data
2. Booking Data
3. Transaction Data
4. Mobile Location Data
All of these data types have potential value in
both destination marketing and management.
Outside of the users described in the digital
marketing strategy, we would in particular
highlight these possible applications:

Airline reporting data that could help monitor
the recovery of airline travel to the region
and report on the booking performance of
individual travel agency groups/wholesalers.
Booking data sets from providers such as
Adara/Sojern that could provide compliment
airline data and monitor the recovery, market
share of specific destinations and insights on
the mix of products prebooked.
Transaction Data leveraging credit card
reporting platforms that could provide
insights on in-market spend and the mix of
this spending between on-property, tourism
activities, dining and other areas.
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Data and Insights
SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
Benchmarking Broader Tourism
Performance & Sustainability
Benchmarking programmes can be a powerful
way for organisations to compare and understand
their online performance. We recommend
that SPTO and/or an independent third party
would manage this regional benchmarking
programme which would allow each NTO to
assess their performance against their peers.
Benchmarking programmes are widely used in
a range of industries including grocery, media,
pharmaceuticals and more.

The Global Destination Sustainability Movement:
www.gds.earth is a global NGO supporting 70+ destinations
to benchmark their sustainability, identify opportunities
for action and network with other destinations in
implementation.
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Budget
DIGITAL STRATEGY COSTS OUTLINED
BY 4 PILLARS & SPTO OVERHEAD COSTS
This budget provides a general outline
of digital actions and activities. The final
priorities, staffing and resource decisions
will be made by SPTO based on its wider
responsibilities and priorities across the
overall SPTO Strategy. The three-year
budget below assumes just over a $NZD3.5
million investment in the digital strategy
over three years: July 2021 to June 2024.
It assumes the balance of the $4 million
committed to SPTO will be invested in other
priorities and projects.
Capability & Connections

This is based on a successful business case
for funding from SPTO being accepted by
the New Zealand Government’s Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT). While
some of this budget will be allocated to
non-digital initiatives, it is assumed for the
purposes of this budget that those costs
are offset from additional funding accessed
from bilateral tourism programmes and/or
support from partner agencies (eg: Pacific
Trade Invest) which may support parts of
this strategy.
Year One

Year Two

Year Three

Totals Over
3 Years

Capability & Connections
Pacific Digital Champion & Apprentice (1)

$160,000

$155,000

$50,000

SPTO support costs for Digital Champion Programme

$50,000

$40,000

$40,000

Island Digital Champions (funding for ~10) (2)

$250,000

$262,500

$275,625

On Island support costs for Champions
(mostly covered by NTOs) (3)

$30,000

$20,000

$20,000

Total Capability and Connections

$490,000

$477,500

$385,625

$1,353,125

Year One

Year Two

Year Three

Totals Over
3 Years

Content & Community
Pacific Recovery (Digital) Newsroom - Staffing (4)

$75,000

$75,000

$35,000

Pacific Recovery (Digital) Newsroom - Support Costs

$50,000

$20,000

$10,000

(Consumer) & Media & Trade Marketing
& Advertising Budget (5)

$100,000

$75,000

$50,000

Total Content & Community

$225,000

$170,000

$150,000

$490,000

Year One

Year Two

Year Three

Totals Over
3 Years

Technology & Infrastructure
SPTO Technology Solutions & Technology Stack (6)

$ 120,000

$100,000

$100,000

Support Digital Infrastructure
Improvements Budget (7)

$75,000

$100,000

$50,000

Total Content & Community

$195,000

$200,000

$150,000

$545,000
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Budget
DIGITAL STRATEGY COSTS OUTLINED
BY 4 PILLARS & SPTO OVERHEAD COSTS cont.
Reporting & Insight

Year One

Year Two

Year Three

Totals Over
3 Years

Capability & Connections
Data Champion & Apprentice (8)

$105,000

$110,250

$35,250

Regional Digital Data Benchmarking Programme
(Reporting & Support)

$10,000

$12,500

$15,000

Third Party Data Feasibility, Pilot Costs & BI Tool(s)

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

Total Reporting & Insight

$165,000

$172,750

$100,250

$438,000

Year Three

Totals Over
3 Years

SPTO Additional Staffing, Overheads
& Ad Hoc Support Budgets

Year One

Year Two

Additional SPTO Digital Staff &
Contracted Support (9)

$75,000

$84,000

$94,080

SPTO Operational Overheads & Costs
(12% of above costs)

$138,000

$132,510

$98,995

Digital Innovation & Opportunity Ad Hoc Budget (10)

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

Total SPTO Additional Budgets

$263,000

$266,510

$243,075

$772,585

TOTALS
Total

$1,338,000

$1,286,760

$973,950

Cumulative Total

$1,338,000

$2,624,760

$3,598,710

$3,598,710
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Actions & Recommendations
These strategy recommendations for SPTO are a general outline of digital actions and activities.
The final priorities, staffing and budget decisions will be made by SPTO based on its wider
responsibilities and priorities across its core strategies. Therefore the resource and timelines
have been kept general. Additional detail is provided in the Activity Design Document for
NZMFAT Phase 2.

CAPABILITY & CONNECTIONS

1. SPTO Digital Skill Development. SPTO
staff should have a customised, personal
digital skills development programme
developed for them. This should
emphasise the unifying core skills outlined
in the Capability & Connections section
and should include personal goals and a
reporting structure for assessing progress.
The Digital Marketing team can lead this
process with input from expert advisors, if
needed, and the proposed Pacific Digital
Champion can oversee this process.
2. NTO Staff Skill Development. Each
National Tourism Office should collaborate
with SPTO and the proposed Pacific
Digital Champion in reviewing their own
staff digital skill development programme.
These would be customised to their
specific needs and the digital skill and
capability tier determined in this digital
strategy .
3. Pacific Digital Coordinators. SPTO should
contract a ‘Pacific Digital Coordinator(s)’
to help champion and facilitate capability
building across the Pacific. This expert(s)
will be contracted to implement the
‘Capability and Connections’ pilar upskilling SPTO and NTO staff and
helping them deliver on the critical
recommendations including hiring and
coordinating the Digital Champions across
the region, create and curate educational
content for industry and provide
customised training for NTOs based
on their Tier and specific needs. The
contracted talent should offer world class
digital skills but most importantly should
be a highly effective communicator, able
to work effectively across Pacific cultures
and communities and able to share
knowledge, upskill and empower SPTO/
NTO staff plus industry and community

partners.
4. Local Digital Champions. 10 ‘Local Digital
Champions’ have been budgeted for
on island digital training, education and
support ranging from one-on-one to
small group training. These Local Digital
Champions would be hired locally or
recruited from overseas, but are expected
to be island based – working with the
industry as an extension of the National
Tourism Office. Emerging Nations Digital
Champion(s)’ may cover multiple and
support Tier 1 nations.
5. Supporting Training & Resources. SPTO
should invest in a range of supporting
resources including an online academy
(online library of resources), piloting the
proposed mentorship programme and a
volunteer programme seeking university
students with digital aptitude to intern in
the islands and work alongside the Local
Digital Champions for 2–4 months each
year.
6. Coordination & Integration with
Other Agencies. It is critical the
Digital Strategy’s implementation is
tightly aligned, coordinated with other
agencies and governments. This includes
integrating this strategy with bi-lateral
aid programmes that include – or could
include – investment in digital capabilitybuilding of tourism. In particular,
SPTO and MFAT should seek to tightly
coordinate the programmes with the
work of Pacific Trade Invest, and consider
the option of a formal joint partnership
between the New Zealand and Australian
Government Ministries in jointly funding
and supporting core parts of the threeyear programme such as the Digital
Champions.
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Actions & Recommendations
CONTENT & COMMUNITY
1. Set up the Pacific Recovery (Digital)
Newsroom. The objective is to provide
clear, comprehensive and consistent
travel and visitor information during
the recovery from Covid-19. This will
include timely, easy to follow information
on travel and border restrictions, the
recovery of tourism in each island nation,
the reopening of airline routes, health &
safety requirements for visitors and other
essential travel and health information.
2. Annual Awards Ceremony for Pacific
Storytellers. A regional coordinator
for the awards should be a part of the

responsibilities of one of the expanded
SPTO content or communications team
members. With contracted support
if needed in year 1 they would liaise
with the Digital Champions, NTOs and
other partners to organise the event,
workshops, invite speakers, select
categories and invite content producers
to enter the awards.
3. Seek Content Partnerships and Leverage
Content Platforms. Including Google
Guides, Google Arts & Culture, Airbnb
Experiences or TripAdvisor.
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Actions & Recommendations
TECHNOLOGY AND INFRASTRUCTURE
1. Internet Connectivity. Entities such as the Pacific E-commerce Initiative are evaluating ICT
infrastructure and connectivity across the region. They have five key recommendations from
their findings and agencies such as the World Bank, ADB and ITU are working to deliver
those:
a. Liberalise the telecommunications sector
b. Accelerate E-government programmes
c. Upgrade and improve ICT infrastructure
d. Set up or strengthen Universal Access Funds to promote the establishment of
infrastructure serving remote areas that might not be commercially attractive
e. Provide targeted support to priority ICT and ICT-enabled areas
2. Payment Systems. Similarly, PECI has been evaluating payment systems and made these
recommendations:
a. Support development and adoption of national Payment Gateways or the adoption
of suitable international Payment Gateways
b. Establish a conducive regulatory environment
c. Promote adoption of electronic payment methods
d. Establish a national payment switch
e. Raise awareness
In this and the previous point, our recommendation is to be aware of work being carried out by
other agencies, and ensure there is a voice (where appropriate) to influence direction.
3. Online Booking Capabilities. SPTO should work with NTO partners and the ‘Capability &
Connections’ training programmes on building core online booking knowledge, skills and
capabilities amongst tourism businesses. Once this has developed over approximately two
to three years, it should review the feasibility of the Online Booking Exchange opportunities
outlined in this strategy.
4. Web and DIgital Platform. We have proposed a centralised or shared technology stack
that we’ve dubbed the Pacific Common Web Standard. A set of technologies that is
developed and deployed across Pacific nations, ensuring there is a quality and consistent
framework. We recommend further evaluation and scoping of such a platform; the costs,
the technologies, and the capability of the platform to deliver on partner needs. We’d then
suggest the adoption of a framework by SPTO and a case study (in the form of a smaller
NTO) to pilot the framework and showcase the benefits to members.
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Actions & Recommendations
TECHNOLOGY AND INFRASTRUCTURE

cont.

5. Business Intelligence (BI), dashboarding and data aggregation tools. It is our opinion that
an organisation of SPTO’s size, and probably the Tier 3 NTOs, likely won’t need complex and
expensive BI tools in the next three to five years. We recommend building confidence with
free or low cost BI tools Google Data Studio & BigQuery.
6. Consumer database and email marketing platform. We’ve presented three different
products and various scenarios in which we believe they can be effectively implemented. We’d
recommend a final trial of a product such as Mailer Lite to confirm its suitability, and flexibility
to deliver on segmentation and simple automations. We believe a product such as this meets
the short-term needs of larger NTOs , SPTO, and is suitable for resourced Tier 1 and Tier 2
nations. Also see our related recommendations under Pillar 4 “Reporting & Insights”.
7. Analytics Tools. We recommend all NTOs implement Google Analytics 4 (GA4) in
conjunction with Universal Analytics, and Google Tag Manager. We’d also suggested Google
Data Studio for dashboarding and more advanced data visualisation.
8. Digital Asset Management. We propose the adoption of Brandkit Starter or Standard
package for all NTOs, linked to a Pro account managed by SPTO. This delivers a consistent
trade and media experience across the Pacific, and allows the centralisation of resources,
from visual assets to a full media centre and stories.
9. Graphic design & video editing tools. We recommend Adobe Creative Cloud for SPTO and
better-resourced NTOs that have access to skilled staff and/or training. We recommend
more simple and cheaper, often cloud-based tools, for smaller or less capable NTOs,
ensuring they are still able to meet a minimum asset standard, at a reasonable cost.
10. Online visibility management platform. We have recommended SEMRush or Moz as tools
to measure and manage social and SEO visibility. For smaller NTOs we have suggested
reporting out of an SPTO-managed tool, or for those who wish to understand search
positions, the tool Wincher is easy to use and affordable.
11. CRM and Marketing automation. These are more complex areas, and different tools will
better suit different strategies. We’ve suggested a mid-range tool such as ActiveCampaign
might be an ideal means of better understanding NTOs needs, and the requirements of
running such a programme, prior to the engagement of a more enterprise tool. Social
listening will be especially important during the recovery of travel and should help inform
the work of the Pacific Recovery Newsroom.
12. Social Media Management and Listening Tools. Hoostuite was recommended in the digital
marketing strategy for SPTO and NTOs. For social listening, we’ve recommended Zavy, and
given the cost, this would be suitable for social listening across the Pacificand would provide
individual reports for each nation.
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Actions & Recommendations
TECHNOLOGY AND INFRASTRUCTURE

cont.

13. Digital Mapping recommendations:
a. Develop a multi-faceted facilitation programme to empower NTOs to capture 360°
imagery of roads’ the programme should include equipment loan, support and training
options as well as facilitation of third-party providers
b. Engage with NGOs to support GIS improvements
c. Target all major roads in all nations within three years
d. Target 50% or more Street View coverage in all nations within five years
e. After consultation with USAid aim to pilot 2-3 chapters of NGO programme; Youth
Mappers at selected Colleges/Universities to foster knowledge transfer & facilitate
ongoing UGC updates to digital maps.
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Actions & Recommendations
DATA & INSIGHTS
1. SPTO needs to build its own digital
marketing data and insights skills and
capabilities. See the recommendations
in the Digital Marketing section of this
Strategy.
2. This includes hiring and building
the reporting and data skills of the
SPTO digital marketing team and the
contracting of a ‘Data Champion’ to
support the regional benchmarking
programme and implementation of ‘big
data’ sets.
3. SPTO should implement a regional
benchmarking programme to assess
digital marketing performance amongst
NTO and tourism industry partners,

report on progress to stakeholders and
identify areas for skill development. This
benchmarking model could be expanded
into other areas of statistics and
sustainable tourism management.
4. SPTO should collaborate with NTOs and
other agencies with the framework of the
Pacific Tourism Statistics Strategy (PTSS)
and the regional statistics reference group
in investigating and piloting ‘big data’
sets including airline, booking, transaction
and mobile location data in applications
for measuring regional tourism and
in supporting specific destination
management challenges.
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Actions & Recommendations
The proposed recommendations for SPTO’s strategy and execution are linked to specific
objectives and respond to a four-year timeline based on priority, ranging from critical to
important.

OUTLINE OF ACTION & IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Priority
Critical to objectives - top priority for budget/resources & attention
Very important to objectives - but resources &/or timeline could have minor adjustments
Important to objectives - but resources &/or timelines could have more significant adjustment

CAPABILITY & CONNECTIONS
Recommendation

Primary
Objective (s)

Summary

SPTO Digital Skill
Development

People,
Productivity

All key SPTO staff have
customised, personal digital
skills development programme
developed for them. Reviewed
& updated every 6-12 months
and part of performance
review.

NTO Staff Skill
Development

People,
Reach

Each NTO reviews/updates
or adds their own Skill
Development programme in
consultation with SPTO.

Pacific Digital
Champion

People,
Productivity

Contracted position(s) that
brings in global expertise &
also builds skills at SPTO and
transfers knowledge.

People,
Productivity

The most important single
part of the overall Digital
Strategy - enabling local
digital skill upskilling across
the region.

Local Digital
Champions

Supporting Training
People,
& Resources
Productivity
eg: Online Academy

Supporting educational
resources including online
academy, mentorship
programme etc.

Coordinating &
Integration with
other Agencies

Also critical - coordinating the
digital strategy with bilateral
programmes & other national
agencies & NGOs.

People,
Productivity

2021- 2022- 20232024- Priority
2022 2023 2024
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Actions & Recommendations
OUTLINE OF ACTION & IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Priority
Critical to objectives - top priority for budget/resources & attention
Very important to objectives - but resources &/or timeline could have minor adjustments
Important to objectives - but resources &/or timelines could have more significant adjustment

CONTENT & COMMUNITY
Recommendation

Primary
Objective (s)

Summary

Seek support from
global partners

People,
Productivity

Major global digital & tourism
partners offer opportunities
for partnerships. One example:
SPTO works with member
Ministers to facilitate the
Pacific into the UNWTO
Google Tourism Acceleration
Programme partner.

Pacific Recovery
(Digital) Newsroom

Reach,
Better Tourism

A coordinating digital &
traditional media clear,
comprehensive and consistent.

Reach,
Better Tourism

By end of 2022 launch with
NTO & industry partners
an annual recognition
& celebration of Pacific
Storytelling across all digital
channels.

Reach,
Better Tourism

Working with NTOs & industry
partners identify & implement
content partnerships with
major online, media & trade
partners.

Annual Pacific
Storyteller Awards

Content
Partnerships
eg: with Industry,
media, Google

2021- 2022- 20232024- Priority
2022 2023 2024
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Actions & Recommendations
OUTLINE OF ACTION & IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Priority
Critical to objectives - top priority for budget/resources & attention
Very important to objectives - but resources &/or timeline could have minor adjustments
Important to objectives - but resources &/or timelines could have more significant adjustment

TECHNOLOGY & INFRASTRUCTURE
Recommendation
Internet
Connectivity - lift
speed, reliability &
affordability

Payment Systems

Online booking
capabilities

Digital Mapping
across the Pacific

Primary
Objective (s)

Summary

People,
Productivity

Work with other lead &
funding agencies to drive
the 4 connectivity priorities
the Strategy identifies in this
foundational issue.

People,
Productivity

Also involves working with
others to enable the 4
electronic payment priorities
the Strategy identifies.

Productivity,
Better Tourism

Builds off electronic payment
improvements. Starts with
building online booking
knowledge & skills in the
‘Capabilities & Connections’
education programmes.

Productivity,
Better Tourism

Facilitate & support NTOs,
NGOs & volunteers to capture
high quality digital maps
for all Pacific islands. See
4 specific actions in the
recommendations.

2021- 2022- 20232024- Priority
2022 2023 2024

SHARED TECHNOLOGY STACK/SOLUTION
Recommendation

Web & Digital
Platform - Shared
Technologies

Business
Intelligence &
Dashboard tools

Primary
Objective (s)

Summary

Productivity,
Better Tourism

SPTO should pilot in year
prior to a broader launch in
year 2 a common set of web
technologies - the Pacific
Common Web Standard
(PCWS).

Productivity,
Better Tourism

We recommend building
confidence with free or low
cost tools over the first 3 years
of this digital strategy. Should
be integrated with PTSS.

2021- 2022- 20232024- Priority
2022 2023 2024
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Actions & Recommendations
OUTLINE OF ACTION & IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
TECHNOLOGY & INFRASTRUCTURE
SHARED TECHNOLOGY STACK/SOLUTION
Recommendation

Primary
Objective (s)

Summary

Reach,
Productivity

Part of the PCWS - with the
rising importance of first party
data this is critical for NTO
& industry digital marketing
capabilities.

Analytics tools

Productivity,
Better Tourism

Foundational for the
benchmarking programme is
a consistent implementation
of Google Analytics & related
tools across NTO sites.

Digital Asset
Management

Reach,
Productivity

SPTO should leverage the
Brandkit platform into the
Recovery newsroom & shared
technology stack for all NTOs.

Reach,
Productivity

Adobe Creative Cloud
recommended for SPTO &
better resourced NTOs but
lower cost, simple tools for
Tier 1 & some 2 NTOs.

Reach,
Productivity

SEMRush &/or Moz are the
preferred tools with SPTO
helping manage a joint multi
NTO solution for smaller
nations.

Reach,
Productivity

A more complex area that
should be addressed in
2-3 years when training &
education & improvements in
lead generation, management
& email marketing have been
made.

People,
Reach

Hootsuite is recommended in
the digital marketing strategy
for the Shared Technology
Stack. Zavy, as a social media
sentiment analysis tool will be
highly useful to support the
Pacific Recovery Newsroom

Consumer database
& email marketing
platform

Graphic Design &
video editing tools

Online visibility
management
platform

CRM & Marketing
automation
platform

Social Media
Management &
Listening

2021- 2022- 20232024- Priority
2022 2023 2024
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Actions & Recommendations
OUTLINE OF ACTION & IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Priority
Critical to objectives - top priority for budget/resources & attention
Very important to objectives - but resources &/or timeline could have minor adjustments
Important to objectives - but resources &/or timelines could have more significant adjustment

DATA & INSIGHTS
Recommendation

SPTO Digital
Marketing Data

Build the reporting
& data skills of
SPTO

Regional digital
performance
benchmarking
programme

Integrate with the
Pacific Tourism
Statistics Strategy

Shared Digital &
Tourism Research
Resources

Primary
Objective (s)

Summary

Productivity,
Better Tourism

SPTO needs to build its own
digital marketing data and
insights skills and capabilities.
See the recommendations in
the Digital Marketing Strategy.

Productivity,
Better Tourism

Through the ‘Capability &
Connections” training &
education build the core data
and reporting skills of the
SPTO marketing and research
teams.

Productivity,
Better Tourism

Implement by end of 2022
an online performance
reporting and benchmarking
programme to help measure
and assess results.

Productivity,
Better Tourism

SPTO’s data & insights
programme should be
integrated with the Pacific
Tourism Statistics Strategy
(PTSS) and the regional
statistics reference group in
investigating and piloting ‘big
data’ sets.

Productivity,
Better Tourism

SPTO should organise and
facilitate shared subscriptions
to digital and tourism research
and analysis for member
NTOs including International
resources: Phocuswright, Skift
and Australia/New Zealand
specific resources.

2021- 2022- 20232024- Priority
2022 2023 2024
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Supporting
Resources
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List of Sources &
References
RESEARCH, WHITE PAPERS & RESOURCES
USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT
Capability & Connections

Data & Insights

•

Digital Economy Tourism Initiative Report January 2021

•

Miles White Papers & Research

•

Australia Be Connected

•

Miles Blogs & Insights

•

NZ Digital Boost

•

COVID-19 Recovery Research & Resources

•

Google Digital Garage

•

Hubspot Academy

Content & Community

The following resources related to this
Strategy and the Digital Marketing
Strategy can be found in the external
Google Folder shared with SPTO.

•

Digital Marketing Strategy (May 2021)

•

•

Australia Travel Safety page

Pacific Destination Differentiation Research
completed by Angus and Associates

•

Destination Canada Travel Updates

•

LMS Providers 2021

•

Destination Greece Health First

•

Virtual Meeting Platforms Comparison 2021

•

Google Local Guides

•

•

Google Arts & Culture Kenyan Cultures

White Paper - Cooperative Marketing for
Destinations, Miles Partnership 2018

•

Airbnb Experiences

•

The European Cities Marketing Benchmarking
report 2019 - 2020

•

Palau Pledge

•

•

Tiaki Promise

Measurement Return on Investment of
Tourism Marketing

•

Destination Analysts - The Impact of
DMO website

•

Destination Analysts - State Tourism Website User & Conversion Study

•

Assessment of the Economic Impact of Cruise
Tourism in Fiji”, World Bank, October 2019

•

Colorado Rural Academy for Tourism Craft Mentor

•

Effective Online Advertising

•

Hyper Informed Traveler Research Paper

•

The Economic Impact of Geospatial Services

•

Domestic Tourism Global Best Practices
Study 2019

•

Singapore Event Industry Resilience Roadmap
2020

Technology & Infrastructure
•

Submarine Cable Maps

•

Pacific E-commerce Initiative

•

Pacific E-commerce Assessment (2020) - PDF

•

NZ Government Common Web Platform

•

Digicel Group

•

Vodafone Fiji

Mapping
•

Economic Impact of Geospatial Services
Report - PDF

•

Google Street View

•

Mapilary

•

KartaView

•

OpenStreetMap

•

Youthmappers

•

Missing Maps Project

A wide range of digital research, analysis and other resources
were also used from Miles Partnership’s own library of research
www.MilesPartnership.com and from partner research
organisations including Phocuswright, Phocuwire, Skift,
PATA, European Cities Marketing, Destination Analysts and
Longwoods International.
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List of Sources &
References
NTO CURRENT WEB PRESENCE
Country

CMS

Database

Analytics

Social
Media

Social
Aggregator

Trade/DAM

Tier 1
American Samoa

Squarespace

No

GTM

Yes

No

Federated States
of Micronesia

Drupal 7

No

GA

Yes

No

Tokelau

No site?

Tuvalu

WordPress 5.22

No

GA

Yes

No

Nauru

Umbraco

No

GA

No

No

Wallis & Futuna

Static?

No

GTM

No

No

Republic of
Marshall Islands

Wix

No

No

No

No

Solomon Islands

WordPress 5.37

Yes

GTM

Yes

No

Rapa Nui
(Easter Island)

No site?

Timor Leste

WordPress

No

GTM

Yes

No

No

No

Tier 2
Kiribati

WordPress 5.4

Papa New Guinea

Drupal 8

Yes

GTM,
Quantcast,
Hotjar

Yes

Probable

Tonga

WordPress

Yes (old)

GA

Yes

WordPress

Samoa

?? .NETbased

Yes

GTM, Oribi,
Quantcast

Yes

Brandkit

Niue

Squarespace

No

GA

Yes

No

Vanuatu

Joomia

Yes

GTM,
Quantcast

Yes

No

Cook Islands

Drupal 9

Yes

GTM

Yes

Fiji

Sitecore

Yes

GTM

Yes

New Caledonia

Drupal 8

Yes

GTM

Yes

Keepeek

Tahiti

WordPress 5.7

Yes

GTM

Yes

Intelligencebank

Tier 3

?
Stackla

?
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List of Sources &
References
STAKEHOLDERS INTERVIEWED
•

William Bakker: Lead Author of Report – Destination Think

•

Sarah Matthews: Asia Pacific Head of TripAdvisor Destination Marketing

•

Andrew van der Feltz: Head of Public Policy for Australia and New Zealand - Expedia

•

Rob Torres: Head of Travel Sales – Google Travel

•

Staffod Marquardt: Global Program Manager – Google Street View

•

Derek Nolan: Head of Public Policy for Australia and New Zealand - Airbnb

•

Robert Skews: SPTO Board Chairman – Turama Pacific

•

Petero Manufolau: CEO – Tourism Authority of Kiribati

•

Halatoa Fua: CEO – Cook Islands Tourism

•

Afioga Faamatuainu Lenata’i Salā Suifua: CEO – Samoa Tourism Authority

•

Paul Seaden: Lead Adviser, Digital - MFAT

•

Felicity Bollen: Principal Advisor - MFAT

•

Jessie McComb: Tourism Specialist – World Bank
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Andrew Kumar: Chief Technology Officer - Vodafone

•

Mudassar Latif: Chief Technical Officer - Digicel
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Penny Spoelder: Consultant – TRC Tourism
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Sarah Currie: Consultant - Re PSDI/Asia Development Bank
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Nick Hall: Founder - Digital Tourism Think Tank (UK & Europe)

•

Ross Hopkins: Principal - Trip Consultants

•

Cath Cooksley-Little: Head of Digital – Pacific Trade Invest

•

Mark Lound: Consultant – Paris 21 Data Initiative

•

Mario Hardy: CEO – PATA

•

Vanessa Ledesma’: Acting CEO- Caribbean Hotel & Tourism Association

•

Carlo Magni: Director – Forward HQ

•

Marita Manley: Talanoa Consulting
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Mark Lound & Carl Obst: Pacific Statistics Strategy Consultants
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Sven Callebaut: PECI- Pacific E-commerce Initiative

•

Cristine Angus: CEO- Angus & Associates

•

Len Cordiner: CEO & Founder – WHL Group

